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Abstract 

The kinetics of structure development during isothermal melt crystallization in blends containing low-molecular-weight fractions of 
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and poly(methy1 methacrylate) (PMMA) has been investigated as a function of composition. Time-resolved 
synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering, static wide-angle X-ray scattering and differential scanning calorimetry has been used. It has been 
found that in early stages of crystallization, PEO lamellae of the transient nonintegral folding (NIF) type in a wide range of compositions 
were formed. Subsequent transformation of NIF lamellae into the crystals with one-folded (1F) or extended chains (EC) has occurred through 
isothermal thinning or thickening. The amorphous PMMA diluent has played a decisive role in structure development. With increasing 
PMMA content, the induction time prior to crystal formation increased and the rates of NIF, 1F and EC crystallization decreased. 
Furthermore the recrystallization of the NIF crystals into either 1F or EC crystals was retarded. The addition of PMMA meant that the 
crystals were growing slowly in a more viscous medium and the retardation effect of the amorphous diluent on the kinetics of these processes 
resulted in the tendency to create stable and more perfectly ordered structures. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Preparation of blends is one of the most effective ways for 
developing new polymeric materials with designed proper- 
ties. Since macroscopic properties of blends are strongly 
influenced by their microscopic structure, an important 
task of blend characterization is to study phase separation 
and microstructure changes induced by preparation. 

Blends of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) with poly(methy1 
methacrylate) (PMMA) rank among the most extensively 
studied systems, consisting of a crystallizable and an amor- 
phous component. Much effort has been devoted to the 
study of compatibility of the PEO/PMMA systems. The 
investigation of melting point depression [l-4], glass tran- 
sition temperature changes [3,4], measurement of spheruli- 
tic growth [2,5,6] and crystallization rates [2,4,7] showed 
that the components are compatible in the melt and in the 
amorphous phase. The determination of binary interaction 
parameter x [ 1,8- 111 gave small and negative values, which 
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indicate a weakly interacting miscible system. A single 
glass transition temperature (T,) was reported in DSC 
measurements for blends of PEO with atactic (a-) and syn- 
diotactic (s-) PMMA, while two Tss were detected in a 
blend with isotactic (i-) PMMA [12-141. The results indi- 
cate that the compatibility decreases in the order s- > a- > 
i-PMMA. 

Cimmino et al. [15] have found by small-angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS) and differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) that the system PEO/i-PMMA with a relatively low 
molecular weight of PEO (20000) is incompatible. Some 
recent papers [ 16,171 show incompatibility of PEO with a- 
PMMA. No changes of crystallinity, melting temperature, 
T,, and T, were observed in mixtures of PEO (M,-2000 
and 125 000) with a-PMMA (M,-500 000). The increase in 
Tg depression was observed for blends with increasing 
molecular weight of low-molecular-weight fractions of 
PEO ( < 7000) and with increasing molecular weight of 
PMMA [ 18,191. Using low-molecular-weight PEO (8500) 
with a-PMMA (46 800), segregation has been found at cer- 
tain compositions by inverse gas chromatography studies 
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[ 161. A strong influence of molecular weight on compatibil- 
ity for higher molecular weights ( > 105) of a-PMMA and 
PEO in blends was observed [20]. A few recent investiga- 
tions report on a local demixing in the disordered phase of 
solid PEO/a-PMMA blends [21-241. 

One of the important issues is the location of amorphous 
diluent in the supramolecular structure of solid mixtures. As 
shown by SAXS, the amorphous component can reside 
between crystalline lamellae (s-, a-PMMA), or is excluded 
from interlamellar amorphous regions (i-PMMA) to inter- 
fibrillar or to interspherulite regions [2,14,21,25,26]. It was 
found that segregation of the amorphous diluent (PMMA) 
strongly depends on T, and molecular weight [27]. The 
high-T, diluent resides exclusively in the interlamellar 
regions, whereas the low-T, diluent is excluded at least 
partially from these regions. SAXS and wide-angle X-ray 
scattering (WAXS) measurements also showed that with 
increasing M, of PMMA, the content of PMMA in the 
interlamellar regions decreased [28]. A comparison of 
SAXS and SANS measurements supports the idea that 
there exists an interface at the surface of PEO lamellae 
from which the PMMA is excluded [21,29,30]. The changes 
of compatibility strongly influence the structural behaviour 
of the system. It may be concluded that despite all research 
efforts, there are conflicting reports regarding the level of 
mixing for PEO/PMMA, in particular concerning molecular 
weights of components and the tacticity of PMMA. 

Studies of PEO/PMMA blends have predominantly con- 
centrated on the investigation of compatibility and structure 
of higher molecular weight components. We want to con- 
tribute to an understanding of blending and structure devel- 
opment in these systems with low-molecular-weight 
components, where the crystallizable component, PEO, 
reveals interesting structural properties which could be 
influenced by blending. 

It has been shown [3 l-351 that chains of low-molecular- 
weight fractions ( < 105) of PEO form crystalline lamellae 
with an integral number of folds (IF). This has been sup- 
ported by quantized change in lamellar thickness under 
varying crystallization conditions as observed by SAX& 
DSC and EM. The most stable crystals are formed at low 
supercoolings without any fold: extended chain crystals 
(EC). In the last fewyears, it has been reported, on the 
basis of time-resolved synchrotron SAXS measurements, 
DSC and TEM results, that nonintegral-folding (NIF) crys- 
tals can be formed [36-381. These crystals grow as a 
transient state and later IF lamellae are formed through an 
isothermal thickening or thinning process. The kinetics of 
the transitions of NIF to IF crystals was explained by the 
chain sliding diffusional motion to exclude chain ends from 
the lamellae to their surfaces [36]. 

The rate of crystallization in blends is reduced by the 
dilution of the crystallizable component near the growth 
surface. In addition, the molecular weight of components 
and strength of their interactions can alter both the kinetics 
of crystallization and the thermodynamics governing the 

mixing. It follows from these facts that the formation of 
EC, IF and NIF lamellar crystals and their development 
during crystallization should be different from the case of 
a neat polymer. The purpose of this work is to contribute to 
an understanding of polymer crystallization in the blends 
and to answer the questions: how the partially miscible 
diluent, PMMA, affects structure development of the crys- 
tallizable component, PEO, during isothermal crystalliza- 
tion from the melt; whether the crystallization conditions 
allow incorporation of PMMA into the interlamellar 
regions; and, to what extent the course of crystallization 
depends on the composition of blends. Time-resolved 
SAXS using synchrotron radiation, WAXS and DSC were 
used for the study of these structural phenomena. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Poly(ethylene oxide) used was the low-molecular-weight 
fraction of M, 3000 supplied by Fluka AG. PEO was ter- 
minated by hydroxy groups. 

Atactic poly(methy1 methacrylate), M, = 1170, M,/M, = 
1.26, T, = 328.2K was used. The polymer was prepared by 
anionic polymerization initiated with sodium tert-butoxide 
in THF [39]. The molecular weight of polymer was con- 
trolled by addition of a calculated amount of tert-butyl- 
alcohol butanole to the polymerization mixture acting as a 
chain transfer agent, which enables the chain length of the 
formed polymer to be altered, particularly in the range of 
low-molecular-weight products [40,41]. The molecular 
weight of the polymer and its distribution was determined 
by a combination of GPC and ‘H NMR [l]. 

Neat PEO (10/O) and blends of PEO (8/2,6/4,4/6 and 2/8) 
with 80, 60, 40 and 20 wt.% PMMA were prepared by dis- 
solving in chloroform and subsequent drying at 30°C for 2 
days and then in a vacuum oven at 40°C for 1 week. Approx. 
40 mg of dry samples were placed in a sample holder and 
used for SAXS experiments. New sample was used for each 
experiment. 

2.2. Small-angle X-ray scattering 

The time-resolved SAXS measurements were performed 
on the Austrian SAXS beamline at synchrotron ELETTRA 
in Trieste, Italy. The X-ray beam was monochromatized by 
an asymmetric double-crystal Si( 111) monochromator, and 
focused onto the detector by a toroidal mirror [42]. The 
beam size was reduced to 0.5 X 4 mm at the position of 
the sample. The wavelength of X-rays was X = 1.54 A and 
the sample detector distance was 1.75 m. A one- 
dimensional, position-sensitive Gabriel-type delay-line 
detector was used to collect X-ray scattering data. The 
1.6-mm-thick samples in a special holder were melted at 
80°C for 20 min in an oven and then quickly inserted into 
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2.4. Differential scanning calorimetry 
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PEO/PMMA T, (“0 T, (“C) CrwAxs 

10/O 57.6 - 67.2” 0.86 
812 56.6 0.71 
614 55.7 - 0.48 
416 52.4 0.29 
218 51.4 17.8 - 
O/IO - 55.1 - 

Differential scanning calorimetry was carried out on a 
Perkin Elmer DSC-2 calorimeter. The temperature and out- 
put scales of the calorimeter were calibrated using indium 
and sapphire as standards. The measurements were carried 
out in nitrogen atmosphere in the temperature interval 230- 
450 K. The sample weight was approx. 5 mg. 

T,, melting temperature; T,, glass temperature; CrWAXs, WAXS crystal- 
linity 3. Results 

the sample cell placed in the path of the X-rays, maintained 
at the isothermal crystallization temperature of 40°C. The 
crystallization temperature was reached within 60 s. 
Measurements consisted of 256 frames, each 10 s long. 
The scattering data were corrected for detector efficiency 
(using Fe standard) and for background and then the Lorentz 
correction was applied. The averaged scattering intensity of 
the initial melt files was taken as a background. No desmear- 
ing was performed, due to the high degree of collimation. 
Peak maxima and peak intensities were obtained from the 
corrected and smoothed intensity data. Peak positions were 
employed to obtain long periods according to Bragg’s law, 
L = 2?r/q (q = (47rA) sin @, where h is the X-ray wave- 
length and 20 is the scattering angle). 

In previously published time-resolved synchrotron SAXS 
measurements a blend of PEO 4000 with high-molecular- 
weight PMMA 170000 was used [28]. A low-molecular- 
weight fraction of PEO 3000 was chosen for our 
experiments since it crystallizes in EC and 1F lamellar crys- 
tals and the NIF crystals are formed in a broad interval of 
supercooling [36-381. We also used the low-molecular- 
weight fraction of PMMA 1170, as the mobility of the 
chains and interaction of components should be higher. 

Table 1 summarizes the results of DSC measurements. 
The melting point decreases with increasing content of 
PMMA in blends. Tg of neat PMMA is near the melting 
points of neat PEO and PEO in blends. Tg was found only 
for blend 218 where no melting peak was observed during 
the cooling run. In these proportions, the components are 
miscible. 

2.3. Wide-angle X-ray scattering 

WAXS diffraction patterns were obtained using a powder 
diffractometer HZG/4A (Freiberger Praezisionsmechanik 
GmbH, Germany). Samples were melt-crystallized for 1 h 
in the same way as in the case of SAXS measurements and 
then measured at room temperature. The crystallinities were 
estimated using integral intensities diffracted by crystalline 
and amorphous phases. 

WAXS patterns (Fig. 1) of blends measured after l-h 
isothermal melt crystallization at 40°C gave completely 
amorphous scattering for the 2/8 blend. Diffraction patterns 
of blends with higher contents of PEO show peaks corre- 
sponding to the crystalline structure of PEO. The X-ray 
crystallinities of blends (Table 1) decrease with increasing 
content of the amorphous diluent up to 60 wt.% of PMMA 
and then fall to zero for 80 wt.% of PMMA. From the values 
of WAXS crystallinity, it follows that a part of the PEO 
molecules was dispersed in the amorphous phase. The struc- 
ture of the blends consists of crystalline PEO lamellae and 
an amorphous mixture, in which a part of the PEO 
molecules is mixed with PMMA. When the concentration 
of PEO is equal to or lower than 20 wt.%, the polymers are 
completely miscible. Similar behaviour has been reported 
for PEO/PMMA blends with high-molecular-weight com- 
ponents [3,4,10,23]. 

Fig. 1. WAXS patterns of PEO/PMMA blends after l-h isothermal melt 
crystallization. 

Figs 2 and 3 show Lorentz-corrected and smoothed time- 
resolved synchrotron SAXS data of PEO 3000 (10/O) and its 
6/4 blend during isothermal crystallization at T, = 40°C. 
The quality of scattering curves decreases with growing 
content of amorphous diluent in the blends as the content 
of PEO decreases and PMMA contributes to the SAXS 
intensity practically only by a higher level of background. 
Scattering peaks correspond to the fold lengths around 100, 
140 and 190 A (q-0.062,0.045 and 0.033 A, respectively). 
The fast-growing peak near 140 A on time-resolved SAXS 
patterns of neat PEO and blends 8/2 and 614 (Fig. 2) 
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Fig. 2. Lorentz-corrected SAXS plot of crystallization of neat PEO. 

corresponds to the crystallization of PEO in the NIF lamel- 
lar crystals. The NIF crystallization is not significant in the 
case of the 4/6 blend. In the later stages of crystallization the 
NIF !cattering peak decreases and peaks around 100 and 
190 A gradually develop. They represent crystallization in 
1F and EC crystals of PEO. 

Figs 4-7 show changes in SAXS peak intensities and 
lamellar periodicities of PEO and blends during crystalliza- 
tion. For neat PEO (Fig. 4), a scattering peak with the fold 
length corresponding to NIF lamellae grows very quickly in 
the early stages of crystallization and, after reaching its 
maximum, decreases with a slightly slower rate. A very 
small part of NIF lamellae is preserved till the end of crys- 
tallization. A short time after the start of the formation of 
NIF lamellae, 1F and EC lamellae begin to form. A prevail- 
ing part of NIF lamellae later gradually recrystallizes into 
1F lamellae. The dominant effect here is the lamellar thin- 
ning process, as it was observed before [38]. It follows from 
Fig. 2 that the transformation of NIF to 1F is discontinuous. 
No gradual change in the lamellae thickness going from NIF 
to 1F or EC crystals is observed. The value of the NIF 
periodicity starts at 127 A and passes in early stages of 
crystallization through a maximum at 146 A and a minimum 
at 127 A which is followed by a very slow increase to 150 A 
at the end of crystallization. Simultaneously, the fold length 
of 1F crystals decreases from 105 to 100 A and this value 
increases from 176 to 190 A for EC crystals. 

Blend 8/2 (Fig. 5) shows similar behaviour. Again the 
main structure phenomenon at the beginning of the 
crystallization is a fast growth of NIF lamellae and later 
on, their recrystallization mainly to 1F and partially to EC 

Iq2 

256 

Frame 

q W’ ) 
Fig. 3. Lorentz-corrected SAXS plot of crystallization of 6/4 blend. 

Fig. 4. Time changes of peak intensities (a) and crystal thicknesses (b) of 
NIF (X), IF (A) and EC (0) crystals during crystallization of neat PEO. 

structures follows. The discontinuous lamellar thinning pro- 
cess also occurs here. EC and NIF lamellae are present in 
very small amounts at the end of crystallization. The fold 
length of NIF crystals starts at about 130 A, then passes 
successively through a maximum at 145 A and a minimum 
at 133 A and reaches the value 148 A at the end of the 
crystallization. The periodicity of the IF structure continu- 
ously decreases from 105 to 1OOA and the periodicity in the 
EC structure changes from 173 to 192 A. 

A higher content of PMh4A in blend 6/4 causes a later 
start of the NIF structure formation and, with a relatively 
small delay, the development of 1F and EC structures 
(Figs 3, and 6). The amounts of 1F and EC lamellae in the 
6/4 blend are practically equal during the crystallization. 
The isothermal thinning and thickening processes proceed 
simultaneously in this case. The thickness of NIF crystals 
starts at approx. 135 A and then passes successively through 
the maximum at 140 A and minimum at 136 A and then 
slowly increases to 141 A at the end of crystallization. 
The periodicity of the 1F structure decreases from 103 to 
99 A. For EC crystals this value increases from 195 to 
201 A. 

The beginning of the crystalline structure formation of the 

Fig. 5. Time changes of peak intensities (a) and crystal thicknesses (b) of 
NIF (X), 1F (A) and EC (0) crystals during crystallization of the S/2 PEO/ 
PMMA blend. 
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Time (s) 

Fig. 6. Time changes of peak intensities (a) and crystal thicknesses (b) of 
NIF (X), 1F (A) and EC (0) crystals during crystallization of the 6/4 PEO/ 
PMMA blend. 

4/6 blend is shifted to 1050 s for 1F crystals and to 1250 s 
for EC crystals after the start of crystallization. Subsequent 
crystallization proceeds very slowly (Fig. 7) 1F and EC 
structures grow simultaneously. No significant NIF crystal- 
lization is observed. From the peak intensities it follows that 
the content of EC lamellae is higher than that of 1F lamellae. 
The periodicities of both structures are 209 and 99 A, 
respectively, remaining constant during the thermal treat- 
ment. Scattering curves of the 218 blend do not change dur- 
ing the thermal treatment and correspond to the one-phase 
amorphous structure in the melt and also in the solid state, in 
accordance with WAXS and DSC measurements. 

In Table 2 the parameters which characterize the kinetics 
of structure development during crystallization of blends are 
summarized. In the whole series, the content of amorphous 
diluent PMMA strongly affects the course of the structure 
development during the isothermal melt crystallization. The 
fastest process proceeding during crystallization is the NIF 
structure formation. The first NIF crystals start to grow in 
neat PEO and the 8/2 blend after t, = 80 s from the begin- 
ning of crystallization and their maximum contents are 

b 

Fig. 7. Time changes of peak intensities (a) and crystal thicknesses @) of 
NIF (X), 1F (A) and EC (0) crystals during crystallization of the 4/6 PEO/ 
PMMA blend. 

reached at t,, 267 and 288 s, respectively. These times 
are much longer for the 6/2 blend, fc = 230 s and t,, = 
430 s. Similarly, the half-times of crystallization ti;z 
increase from 62 s for PEO to 110 s for the 6/4 blend. 
With a slightly slower speed, t;‘;, the recrystallization of 
the NIF structure to 1F and EC structures proceeds. In addi- 
tion, this process is damped by diluting with PMMA. The 
recrystallization rate gradually decreases in the later stages 
of the process (Figs. 4(a), 5(a) and 6(a)). The formation of 
1F and EC structures starts later and the rates of crystal- 
lization are much slower than in the case of NIF structures. 
The influence of the PMMA content on these parameters is 
also considerable here. The kinetics of 1F and EC structure 
development are similar. 

4. Discussion 

This is probably the first attempt to study structure 
changes of low-molecular-weight PEO/PMMA blends, 
where the constituent molecules have higher mobility. The 
Ts of the PMMA used is more than 50°C lower than those 
for common PMMA and is close to the melting points of 
neat PEO and PEO in the blends. Previous studies showed 
that the molecular weight of components is an important 
factor which influences structure and properties of the 
blends. This is why we assumed a different structural behav- 
iour of our system. We based our study on the comparison of 
the results obtained for neat PEO and for PEO/PMMA 
blends. 

DSC and WAXS measurements showed that polymers 
are partially miscible in a broad range of compositions. In 
the blends with PEO concentration higher than 30 wt.%, a 
two-phase system exists: crystalline PEO and an amorphous 
mixture of PMMA with small amounts of PEO. The 2/8 
blend is amorphous with components completely miscible. 
A similar behaviour was obtained for previously studied 
PEO/PMMA blends [3,4,10,23]. 

The time-resolved synchrotron SAXS study demonstrates 
the influence of an amorphous diluent on the structure 
development of PEO in blends during the isothermal melt 
crystallization. The dominant structural phenomenon in the 
early stages of crystallization is the formation of NIF crys- 
tals in blends 8/2 and 6/4. This effect was previously 
described for low-molecular-weight fractions of neat PEO 
and our measurements show a similar behaviour in PEO/ 
PMMA blends. The NIF structure is the transient state of the 
PEO structure. The crystals are unstable, they grow very fast 
and then quickly recrystallize to more stable 1F or EC struc- 
tures. The NIF structure is less ordered than those into 
which it transforms. Two factors may contribute: chain 
ends incorporated in the crystals and the looseness of the 
fold surface structure. The formation of NIF crystals of PEO 
in blends is very sensitive to the amount of the second 
component. The growing content of the amorphous diluent 
increases the induction time prior to crystalline structure 
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Kinetics of crystalline structure development in PEO/PMMA blends 

PEO/PMMA 

10/o 
812 
614 
416 

NIF IF EC 

r, (s) tnw.x (s) tfL (s) r% (s) t, (s) r;;* (s) t, (s) t;;2 (s) 

80 261 62 62 160 120 170 120 
80 288 70 86 200 140 280 125 
230 430 86 110 350 170 340 150 

- - 1050 430 1250 400 

t,, induction time prior to crystal formation; t,,, time of the maximum content of NIF crystals; t” 1,2r t;S, half-time of crystallization and recrystallization, 
respectively 

formation and reduces crystallization and recrystallization 
rates of NIF crystals. The thinning and thickening processes 
are also influenced by this effect. The thinning process dom- 
inates in the neat PEO and in the 8/2 blend, while in the 614 
blend, both these processes are similar. Crystallization in the 
4/6 blend proceeded so slowly that PEO chains formed 1F 
and EC crystals directly. 

The thickness of NIF lamellae continuously changes dur- 
ing the thermal treatment: its value passes through a max- 
imum in crystallization and through a minimum in early 
stages of recrystallization. As recrystallization continues, 
the content of NIF crystals decreases to a very small value 
and their thickness gradually increases. These changes are 
the greatest in neat PEO and decrease with increasing con- 
tent of PMMA. At the beginning of a very fast NIF crystal- 
lization, very distorted lamellae with highly loosened chain 
folds on the surfaces and, consequently, with short crystal- 
lized stems are formed. With the proceeding thermal treat- 
ment, the structure of NIF lamellae improves and their 
thickness slightly increases. The recrystallization starts 
with better developed, thicker lamellae and the mean lamel- 
lar thickness of NIF lamellae decreases. The structure of a 
small residue of non-recrystallized NIF lamellae continu- 
ously improves during the following phase of crystallization 
and the crystal thickness again increases. A lower rate of 
crystallization in the presence of PMMA in comparison with 
that for neat PEO is reflected in greater starting thicknesses 
of NIF lamellae and corresponds also with smaller changes 
of the lamellar periodicity during the thermal treatment. 

SAXS experiments show that during the crystallization of 
PEO and its blends, besides the NIF crystals, also crystalline 
lamellae with thicknesses - 190 and 105 A are formed. 
These periodicities represent EC lamellae with disordered 
surfaces, formed by chain ends only, and integrally folded 
IF lamellae with disordered surfaces consisting of chain 
folds and ends. The PEO chains could also form double- 
layer lamellae from two coupled 1F chain units, the thick- 
ness of which is near to the EC crystal thickness [44] and 
which could hardly be distinguished from EC crystals by 
SAXS measurements. The formation of 1F and EC crystals 
in blends begins with a relatively short time lag after the 
start of NIF crystal formation, in the time when a significant 
part of the material is a supercooled melt. We suppose that 
first the EC and 1F structures in blends crystallize directly 
from the melt and that the main process-recrystallization 

from NIF structure-starts later. The growing content of the 
amorphous diluent progressively reduces crystallization 
rates and slowly diffusing PEO chains show a tendency to 
form gradually more stable structures in the order NIF, lF, 
EC. For this reason, lamellar thinning was dominant in PEO 
and the 8/2 blend. In blend 6/4, lamellar thinning and thick- 
ening were equivalent processes. Only the direct 1F and EC 
crystallization occurred in the 4/6 blend and the develop- 
ment of EC crystals dominated. 

In the early stages of crystallization, the lF, EC and NIF 
lamellae are of similar quality, the widths of corresponding 
reflections are comparable. While the quality of the NIF 
crystal structure practically does not change during the ther- 
mal treatment, the 1F and EC structures continuously 
improve. From the widths of SAXS peaks it follows that 
this process also depends on the degree of dilution with 
PMMA. A higher dilution reduces the rate of crystallization 
and the PEO chains have time for the development of better 
ordered crystalline lamellae. The improvement of the struc- 
ture during crystallization causes an increase in the EC 
crystal thickness of 173 to 209 A and a small decrease in 
the 1F crystal thickness of 105 to 99 A. The small change of 
about 6 A for 1F crystals does not depend on the PMMA 
content. The maximum thickness of EC crystals occurs in 
the 416 blend and reaches the value 209 A. This is a rela- 
tively large change in comparison with usual values for neat 
PEO 3000 of 195 A. 

The important question of the structure formation in PEO/ 
PMMA blends is the location of the amorphous diluent. 
Recently it has been shown [28] that a low-T, diluent is 
excluded at least partially from the interlamellar regions, 
which could be the case of our system. The first question 
is the location of PMMA in very rapidly growing NIF crys- 
tals. A portion of PMMA molecules from homogeneous 
supercooled melt could be trapped between the NIF lamel- 
lae during this very fast process. As the mean thickness of 
NIF lamellae decreased with increasing content of PMMA, 
it is not probable that the amorphous diluent was present in 
interlamellar regions. 

The retardation effect of the amorphous diluent on IF and 
EC crystallization allows enough time for the diffusion of 
PMMA molecules from interlamellar regions. This corre- 
sponds with final crystal thicknesses of these structures, 
which are comparable with the published values. An excep- 
tion is the relatively high thickness of EC lamellae reached 
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at the end of crystallization of the 614 and 416 blends. A 
prerequisite for such thickening of EC crystals would be 
penetration of PMMA molecules between lamellae during 
crystallization. Another explanation of the EC thickening 
could be based on the assumption that the thickness of 
double-layer (DL) lamellae [44] is smaller than the thick- 
ness of EC lamellae. During the relatively fast crystalliza- 
tion of neat PEO and the 812 blend, DL crystals are formed 
and the higher content of the amorphous diluent in the 614 
and 416 blends improves the crystallization conditions to 
such a level that more stable EC crystals are predominantly 
formed. No conclusive decision concerning these two pos- 
sibilities can be made here. 
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